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USim: Advanced Fluid, Plasma and
Electromagnetic Modeling on Unstructured
Meshes

USim is a Generalized fluid plasma
modeling framework developed to
model the dynamics of neutral,
partially-ionized and fully-ionized
fluids on unstructured meshes.

Fluid models such as Hall MHD,
two-fluid plasma, and
Navier-Stokes enabling increasingly
detailed models of hypersonic
flows and improved designs for
high energy density laboratory
plasma experiments
Areas of Application Include:
Hypersonic Flight
Radar Cross Section
Blackout of Reentry Vehicles
Dense Plasma Focus
Plasma Jets Modeling
Ion Sources
Magnetic Re-connection
Plasma Torches
Scram Jets

www.txcorp.com/usim

USim: Equation Systems






Multi-Fluid Equations
 Models inviscid, viscous, and reactive
flow descriptions. Several fluids can be
coupled together using their collisional
momentum and energy transfer. The
fluids can be neutrals and/or ions.
Single-Fluid Multi-Species System
 Models Inviscid, viscous, reactions.
Single bulk fluid with multiple species
transported using the bulk velocity.
Maxwell's Equations
 Electric and Magnetic field solver for a
full description of plasma (two-fluid).






EM wave propagation.

MHD Equations
 Ideal MHD along with the generalized
Ohm's law to include the hall, resitstive,
and diamagnetic drift terms.
Poisson Equation

GEC ICP Setup
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ICP sources are operated at a wide range of
pressures ranging from a few milli Torrs to
atmospheric. Their applications include plasma
processing, space propulsion, atomic
spectroscopy, and etc.
GEC reference cell type ICP uses the plasma
generated by the RF power to etch substrates.
GEC setup uses 13.6 MHz RF power supplied
through a spiral 5 turn antenna placed on a
silica dielectric roof.
RF power is deposited in to argon gas
maintained at a few mTorr (10 to 15 mTorr).
Depth of propagation of the electric field and
the power deposition is limited by the plasma
density and vice versa
For a given antenna power and argon pressure,
plasma density and temperature are two
important parameters of interest.

Paul A. Miller, et al., J. Res. Natl. Inst.
Stand. Technol. 100, 427 (1995)

ICP Model
ICP model consists of three major parts: field solve for the antenna electric
field distribution, species transport, and species reaction.
A vector potential equation is used to solve for the electric field distribution in
the domain. The effective dielectric constant accounts for the change of
material space (air, dielectric roof, and plasma)

ICP has diffusion dominated transport. By neglecting the acceleration and
advection terms in the momentum conservation equation, the species flux will
be sum of the electrostatic and diffusion fluxes. Ambipolar assumption, allows
the total flux to be represented as a net diffusion flux. Using the net diffusion
flux and the reaction rates in the continuity equation, the species mass
conservation is given by:

ICP Model
Electron energy conservation takes in to account, the flux due to
temperature and pressure gradients, collisional transfer between the
electrons and heavy species, Joule heating, and the heat of reactions.
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Spiral coil is replaced by 5 concentric
circular loops, which allows to use an
axi-symmetric simulation.
Zero potential is assumed on all
boundaries except axis, where
symmetric condition is used.
All walls are assumed perfectly
absorbing and adiabatic.
Outflow is assumed on the right
boundary.

Silica Roof

Solution Procedure
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The vector potential is solved using an iterative solver at every 1.25 RF
cycles after updating the electron density
The species mass conservation equation is solved for Ar+, Ar*, Ar4p, and
Ar4s species using an Runge-Kutta finite volume solver
The neutral density is kept at the initial value, since Ar gas is pumped
continuously in the experiment
Electron energy equation is also solved using the explicit solver of USim.
For estimating the collision frequencies, the species are divided into three
groups: electrons, ions, and others. Other consisted of all excited and
neutral species. The electron and ion mobilities, mass diffusion
coefficient, and the electron thermal conductivity considered all possible
collisions in these three groups.
Reaction sources of the species are integrated using an ODE integrator
of Boost.

Results 11 A Current
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Actual power deposition ionized the plasma very
slowly: 5e15 m3 in 2000 Rfs
Increased the power deposition by 2 times to increase
the ionization rate. Justified, since the gaussian
FWHM is independent of the power deposition,
observed in both the experiments and simulations.
Flood contours show the plasma density distribution
after 1219 RF cycles. Density peaks around the
center of the axis to a value of 4.2e17 m 3. Power
deposition (line contours) is maximum just below the
roof.
Since most of the plasma at the walls is absorbed i.e.
ions are neutralized, peak densities are observed on
the axis.

Ar4p excited species are shown by the flood
contour and their production/consumption rate is
shown by the line contours.
The excited species produced near the roof
(positive rate) diffuse towards the axis and ionize
(negative rate).
Ar4s shows similar distribution.

Benchmark: Radial and Axial Distributions
Radial distribution of density (top)
and temperature (bottom)
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Axial distribution of density (top)
and temperature (bottom)

Langmuir probe scans by Paul A. Miller, et al. are considered for the comparison Plasma power deposition was 118 W.
The distribution profiles of the simulations are in good agreement with the experiments. Radial distribution of the
density show gaussian distribution as observed in the experiments.
Slight peak of the temperature at 3cm>R>4cm is also captured by the simulations.
Little rise in the temperature at the walls (axial profile) is captured as well by the simulations.
The density and temperature values do not match exactly with the experiments, but are within 20%.
Mismatch could be due to: constant collision cross sections used in the simulation, full domain is not simulated, grid
may not be optimally refined, simulation duration may need to be extended. Also, the Langmuir probe scans are about
30% lower than the interferometer measurements.

Parametric Studies: Radial Density
Distribution
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Current is varied from I = 10.4 A to 15 A.

Langmuir probe scans
by Paul A. Miller, et al.

Peak density

Radial distributions of density and temperature
of the plasma at z=0.15 cm are shown here.
Peak density plots are compared with the
experiments. Peak densities are observed at
344th, 531st, 1219th, and 2125th RF cycle for
the currents 15A, 13A, 11A, and 10.4A
respectively.
Temperatures vary within 0.1 eV.
Temperatures at the peak density states show
an inverse trend w.r.t. the antenna current.
How ever the trend seems proportional after
the running the simulations for more number of
RF cycles.
The density FWHM tends to increase after
several RF cycles, which could be due to the
open boundary condition at the RHS of the
domain.

Temperature at
peak density

Temperature after
several RF cycles

Summary
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GEC ICP was simulated in USim multi-fluid framework.
The Simulations were performed in diffusion dominated regime and
preliminary results were presented.
Parametric studies were performed for the coil current varying from 10.4 to
15 A. The density and temperature distributions agree well with the
experiments. Their peak values fall within 20% of the measurements.
A better agreement is expected when an optimized grid along with
temperature dependent collision cross section are used.
The density profiles tend to widen when ran for more number of RF cycles.
Considering the full domain may correct this issue.

